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Elixa is an unsuspecting eighteen-year-old nymph who is suddenly burdened with the

responsibility to end a hierarchy of injustice. She recruits surprising allies in her fight against

power-hungry leaders and age-old traditions. Will she be able to show her nymph sisters that

there are better paths in life than becoming a Godly Companion? Elixa will face disappointing

ex-idols and discover romantic possibilities as she strives to change her world and their

perception of her unprecedented power. Earth Shifters is a clean mythological YA fiction novel

geared towards younger readers (ages 11 and up).



Chapter One"Elixa, please," "Sorry?" Elixa replied, dazed. She had only been daydreaming for

a few moments, but she felt as if she had been away for hours. As she returned to the present

moment, she felt wet and cold. She was sitting on damp earth, her legs crossed, while her

Mentor stood over her threateningly."What's going on?" Dania snapped. "You haven't made any

progress while I was checking up on Lota." Her Mentor was looking down at Elixa's sad

sunflower with disdain. Its head was drooping and its stem was wobbling, as though it might

give out."Sorry," Elixa apologized quickly. "I was actually practicing displacement," she looked

up eagerly at her Mentor, hoping to impress her.Instead, her Mentor raised one long, thin

eyebrow and said tersely, "What an excuse. Sorry, Elixa, but I've never met a Newborn who

could displace themselves. Only elder nymphs can truly remove themselves from the present

and use their powers in another time and space." She shook her head and rolled her eyes af if

her student weren’t watching her. Elixa felt anger rising in her chest, but she felt pride, too. It

didn't really matter if Dania believed in what she could do or not. She knew she could."Now,"

her Mentor continued, prodding Elixa's sunflower with her bare toes, "How can we salvage this

abysmal thing?"The talk of the other “Newborns” echoed all around her. They were chattering

cheerfully with their Mentors, while Elixa was being insulted again by hers. She felt a stab of

bitterness as she lowered her grey blue-eyes to her little sunflower.Before she acted, she

sneaked a quick glance at Eliah's neighboring flower. It was enormous, and had a vibrant

yellow-orange hue that made her blink dramatically a few times. Elixa carefully considered that

image and saved it in her mind. Then she tweaked the image mentally, making it even larger in

size and brighter in color.She screwed her eyes shut and exhaled. Admittedly, even

displacement was easier for her than performing in the present while her Mentor was judging

her every move. But compared to some of the other secret practices she had been conducting,

growing a sunflower should be easy. She raised her hand just slightly, and pushed energy

through her fingertips. She felt the power leave her chest and flow up into her shoulders, her

arms, and finally through her fingers. As the discomfort flowed through her body, making her

shoulders and thumbs ache, she knew she had done a good job. She rested her fingertips and

allowed her mind to relax.She opened her eyes to see a delightful sunflower blossoming. While

it wasn't as bright Eliah's, it was just slightly taller, and it looked quite healthy. She looked up to

her Mentor for her acceptance.As usual, Dania's nearly invisible brows were raised. She

scribbled something on her clipboard. Elixa felt that she must be pretending not to be

impressed. "How..." Dania began, placing a hand on her hip and swinging the clipboard to the

side. She started over, reconfiguring her question into a statement. "I don't know any other

Florists who grow like you do. We tend to work a little at a time, fashioning the stem from the

inside out, and then the leaves… you know. You do it all at once. It must take much more

energy for you. Perhaps you should conserve more."Elixa hesitated for a moment, looking into

her mentor's wide-set green eyes. She felt herself holding her breath, holding herself back.

How badly she wanted to snap at her Mentor, tell her that perhaps she had a higher capacity

than the other Florists, that perhaps her Mentor should give her some more difficult work. But

she didn't. She held it in, her arms trembling slightly, and replied softly, "Perhaps is a weird

word." She felt herself cower as she watched Dania's face change. Dania’s jaw clenched. It

became square, rigid. Her eyes twitched, as if she was seeing something disturbing. Suddenly,

Elixa thought she might reach out and strike her, so she fell backwards. But Dania simply

stared at her, her cheeks flushed. After a few heated seconds, the Mentor spun on her heel

and stalked away.Elixa slowly stood and began jogging, then running away from the training



site, back towards camp. Her eyes burned briefly. She was stung by her Mentor's hateful look,

but she blinked hard and shook her head wildly. This was just how her relationship with her

Mentor was. It was time she accepted it and stopped pitying herself for her bad luck. ...Elixa

remembered every detail from her first day as a nymph.She had been a tree for the first

eighteen years of existence. She could see and feel back when she was a tree, but not like she

could see and feel now. She had been breathing, but not with the effort she made now. She

had been silent, still, attentive, purposeful. She hadn’t been awake and alert like she had

become as a nymph.The day she Emerged from her tree, she just felt different. Something

stirred. And then, for the first time in her existence, she moved. She moved a limb, and instead

of one of the tree limbs moving, a soft arm emerged from the tree. She fell out of her willow

tree and landed in the soft grass – an eighteen-year-old nymph.Dania had come and picked

her up off the ground almost immediately. "Welcome," she had said, while waving her hands

around in a way that made Elixa tilt her head in confusion. When Elixa looked down, her new

skin was covered. Dania had wrapped her body in a dress of thick red, yellow, and orange

autumn leaves.She remembered thinking it wasn't really her color before Dania prompted her

to follow her into a small Newborn ceremony. It was just Elixa and two other new nymphs --

Lota and Chastine. They were in a small warm hovel, a deep hole in the ground. There were

thin tree roots peeking in from the edges. It was dark and safe there.She remembered looking

Dania up and down, wondering why her own new body was so different from this older

nymph's. Dania was unbelievably thin, as if she might be blown away by the wind. Her face was

hard and experienced, wrinkles lining all of her features. Her face was slightly red and much

darker than the rest of her milky white skin. But the way she spoke was what made Elixa feel

most unsettled. Well, she didn't really speak at all. She had a coarse bark that made all of the

Newborns' hair stand on end. Her raucous reception made them all secretly wish they had

never Emerged from their peaceful trees. "Like the nymphs before us, we tend to the Earth,"

she half-yelled, pacing quickly through the tiny hovel. "While we used to tend the Earth and

skies, the Earth's needs have become too great." An annoyed look crossed her face and she

rolled her eyes. "Humans let their Earth fall to waste while we try desperately to keep up with

their abuse. All you need to know about humans,” she added, “is to stay away from them. We

don’t often see them wandering through our forests, but should you ever spot one, disappear

as quickly as possible. They likely won’t realize you’re not human. “I also advise you all keep

your distance from other human-hidden creatures such as centaurs, pegasuses, and various

monsters. Again, you’ll rarely see them. Satyrs you’ll see quite often, as some of the Mentors

and gods work alongside them, but I ask that you Newborns stay away from them as well.“In

order to work more efficiently, we have consolidated our original tribes--which consisted of

dozens of different classes--into just five groups. The three main groups are the Nurturers, the

Florists, and the Shifters.""And what are you?" asked Lota quietly, looking up at Dania with

huge, looming eyes. Elixa joined her, staring curiously at Dania."Well, actually, I'm a Mentor

now," said Dania, "That’s the fourth group. All well-accomplished nymphs become Mentors in

their old age. My main responsibility is teaching, but I was born a Florist, meaning I Emerged

from a tree, just like all of you. Then there is one another group.” She stopped pacing and

looked at the three of them intently. “The Godly Companions. But you’ll learn more about that

as we go.”...Elixa’s vibrant memories melted away as she dashed through the darkness of four

lush forests. Her light form travelled quickly through the woods, her mind barely processing the

sights around her. Nymphs didn't need to see. They were innately in tune with all of the nature

around them. As long as they were outdoors, they had a sense for where things were. But that

feeling of discouragement was still weighing her down. She needed a bit of a pick-me-up, and



she knew exactly where to find it.She was close to the cave now. She could feel it. As it came

into her sight, she crouched down and scampered around the front of it, mostly concealed

behind a large stalagmite. She grabbed the top of the large rock with the tips of her fingers and

peered over it to the valley below, like she had done dozens of times before. And then she saw

her, the epitome of nymph power, the embodiment of all of Elixa’s goals. Her idol looked

magnificent, standing atop a levitating hillside above dozens of other nymphs. Her muscular

arms were locked outward, spread out and away from her slim form. She had her eyes closed,

face serene and still. Her full lips were turned up, showing the faintest hint of a smile. Rocks

and pebbles of blues, reds, grays, and browns were swirling all around her.Tierra had more

confidence than any other nymph Elixa knew. The yellow-headed nymph was sure of herself in

a way that other nymphs didn't dare to be. Nymphs were traditionally humble. In all cases, pride

was frowned upon. But Tierra seemingly maintained the ideal air of confidence without losing

her humility, because she was respected by Mentors and Shifters alike.Her attitude made her

shine, surely making it easier for her to rise to become leader of the Earth Shifters. None of the

other nymph groups had a leader, but the Shifters always did. While these chosen leaders

didn't have a great deal of power, they helped their Shifting sisters make decisions when

necessary.Elixa envied her. The self-esteem. The undeniable power. She liked to watch her

work and imagine that perhaps she could be the next Tierra. Elixa had heard that Tierra even

got to meet with the gods at times. Elixa liked the idea of having some interaction with the

gods. At least, she liked the idea of interacting with them on a working level to achieve

something significant. Not like the Godly Companions, who served as their arm candy. Besides

the Godly Companions, only Tierra and a few of the Mentors brushed shoulders with the gods.

These key nymph leaders met with a large group of gods annually, and some leaders even

called more frequent meetings with one or two gods that they knew and trusted. Elixa loved

envisioning herself sitting alongside true powerhouses — the gods themselves. Like all

nymphs, Tierra's head was proportionally large compared to her slender form. Her eyes were

tilted and glowing, her face like a shimmering porcelain doll. And what made her really stand

out was that hair.Hair was somewhat symbolic to the nymphs, representing femininity, power,

and most importantly, virtue. Elixa caught a glimpse of her own plain white hair and wondered

what it might say about her. No adornments, no braiding. She wondered briefly what kind of

gossip was going on about her carelessness.She combed through her hair with her fingers --

or at least tried. Her fingers got stuck after few run-throughs, and it was nearly impossible to

pull them out. She rolled her eyes and gave up on improving her look, then returned her

attention to the Earth Shifter and her followers.Tierra's hair was endless, gliding and rippling

through the wind, yellow with white strands. It was dolloped with small, bright white petals and

laced with lengthy green vines. Vivid green leaves were tied into braids throughout her mass of

thick blonde hair. She wondered exactly what Tierra was shouting down to the gaggle of

Shifters. Rocks shot like rockets out of the earth. Earth Shifters were jutting off in different

directions with rocks of all shapes and sizes, mud trailing behind them. It seemed that they

were building up a large mountain far north of where they actually were. Some of them seemed

to be physically going back and forth to the mountain, while others were closing their eyes,

using displacement to build up the mountain up North. She had never seen displacement

practiced as a group before.She watched in rapture, enjoying the beauty of the soaring rocks,

which were zooming through the sky as though weightless. She brushed her fingers lightly

against the pebbles in the dirt next to her feet. Pulling her fingers up and away from the stones,

she imagined that her fingertips were magnets. The pebbles levitated silently under her

guidance.She hadn't been watching long when she heard a gong sounding in the distance.



With their heightened senses, nymphs could hear some noises from miles away. The Earth

Shifters reacted instantly, dropping their rocks to the ground. As if robots, they all jetted off in

unison in a tight collective group. All except Tierra, who waited behind, watching as her nymphs

disappeared into the distance before she followed. Elixa felt no rush. This particular gong was

for the Earth Shifters. They were all gathering together for breakfast. The Nurturers brought

food for the Shifters immediately after training, at sunrise. The Florists waited to be fed until the

sun was high in the sky. ` But as she gazed at the disappearing Movers, her stomach

lurched. She was actually indeed in a rush. After all of her poor interactions with Dania lately,

she really couldn’t afford to be anything less than fifteen minutes early to work. She was

already well-known among the Florists for being late to work. Time tended to get away from

her. She was usually in her own world. She stretched her legs as she ran, extending her stride,

moving faster through the treeless valley that lay between her own camp and the Earth

Shifters’ camp. Feeling bored and hardly breathless as she ran, she tugged at her earlobe

gently. She watched down as she saw her legs and feet grow blurry, and then vanish. All

nymphs could conceal themselves, at least for a few moments at a time. But they all had to

discover the right approach to turn invisible. Most nymphs had a trigger that would help them

focus on invisibility. Some of them scratched their head, others pulled on their own braids, and

some snapped their fingers. Well-practiced nymphs didn’t need to physically use the trigger,

but could simply imagine the trigger and then vanish. It took intense focus, the right cue, and

bodily conditioning. Elixa was proud that she was one of the few nymphs her age that knew her

trigger and could vanish at all, but she couldn’t stay invisible for long. Now that she couldn't be

seen, she could shamelessly stare at the Newborns and Mentors as she passed through a

different training location on her way back to camp. This wasn’t where Dania preferred to train,

but most Florists trained here since it was the closest training location to the Florist camp. She

didn’t know why she was so fascinated with watching her fellow Newborns train. There was a

feeling of connection and concern there, perhaps because her own training experience hadn’t

been quite what she wanted it to be. Maybe she felt some competitiveness with the other

Newborns as well. Only a few Florists and young nymphs were still in training, finishing up their

lessons for the day.She slowed down and had a look at the Newborns' focused eyes and

furrowed brows. They were all around seventeen or eighteen years old, recently Emerged from

trees, rivers, and occasionally other natural structures like mountains or meadows. Anyone

who Emerged from a tree was automatically deemed a Florist. Although there was nothing

advanced going on, Elixastill admired all of the magic that was around her. Today, all the young

girls were lined up in a row, practicing sunlight beams. Sunlight beams were one of the few

abilities that all nymphs could learn, regardless of which group they belonged to. It was a

useful ability for all, especially in the winter months for growing plants and raising animals, as

well as to warm themselves.Elixa smiled as she passed the end of the line, where one

especially small Newborn had tears in her eyes. This particular nymph could not produce more

than a small spark of sunlight, while the other girls were creating beams that extended further

than ten feet. Elixa had met her once before -- she was the youngest Newborn. Telia was her

name. Or was it Telus? Elixa felt a little pang of empathy for her, and hoped that she would

improve quickly.She took the western route on her way back home so that she could pass

directly through the Nurturer nymph camp. The Nurturers and the Florists didn't spend a lot of

time together, but she still had a soft spot for her Nurturer sisters. As she entered the glittering

golden farmland, she returned to visibility by lightly prodding her right eyelid. This is how most

nymphs returned to visibility, although some used other methods. The body was much more

willing to be seen than unseen, and a standard queue was usually enough to return a nymph



to visibility. Her fingertips felt warm as she sparked back into existence suddenly, a smile

spreading across her face as she saw the Nurturers."Hello!" an older Nurturer cried out to her,

wiping her sweaty brow. Elixa returned the greeting, running joyfully through the herds of

scattered animals that were clucking and mooing. Many of the Nurturers had thin, lined faces.

They all looked up at her, beaming. They were all so pleased, Elixa could have sworn they

were glowing.No one stopped working as they smiled brightly at her, however. Amidst the

chaos of the animals, the Nurturers' strong arms were doing the work. This wasn't their whole

group, as a few of them had left to bring the Earth Movers their breakfast. The Nurturers who

remained had to pick up the slack. They were guiding their herds while imitating animal calls,

milking cows vigorously, collecting eggs and placing them into baskets, and tossing grain out to

their eager pecking hens. It was their job to not only raise these specific animals for food and

cloth for the nymphs, but also to look out for all of the animals of the earth, ensuring balance in

every ecosystem.

Chapter One"Elixa, please," "Sorry?" Elixa replied, dazed. She had only been daydreaming for

a few moments, but she felt as if she had been away for hours. As she returned to the present

moment, she felt wet and cold. She was sitting on damp earth, her legs crossed, while her

Mentor stood over her threateningly."What's going on?" Dania snapped. "You haven't made any

progress while I was checking up on Lota." Her Mentor was looking down at Elixa's sad

sunflower with disdain. Its head was drooping and its stem was wobbling, as though it might

give out."Sorry," Elixa apologized quickly. "I was actually practicing displacement," she looked

up eagerly at her Mentor, hoping to impress her.Instead, her Mentor raised one long, thin

eyebrow and said tersely, "What an excuse. Sorry, Elixa, but I've never met a Newborn who

could displace themselves. Only elder nymphs can truly remove themselves from the present

and use their powers in another time and space." She shook her head and rolled her eyes af if

her student weren’t watching her. Elixa felt anger rising in her chest, but she felt pride, too. It

didn't really matter if Dania believed in what she could do or not. She knew she could."Now,"

her Mentor continued, prodding Elixa's sunflower with her bare toes, "How can we salvage this

abysmal thing?"The talk of the other “Newborns” echoed all around her. They were chattering

cheerfully with their Mentors, while Elixa was being insulted again by hers. She felt a stab of

bitterness as she lowered her grey blue-eyes to her little sunflower.Before she acted, she

sneaked a quick glance at Eliah's neighboring flower. It was enormous, and had a vibrant

yellow-orange hue that made her blink dramatically a few times. Elixa carefully considered that

image and saved it in her mind. Then she tweaked the image mentally, making it even larger in

size and brighter in color.She screwed her eyes shut and exhaled. Admittedly, even

displacement was easier for her than performing in the present while her Mentor was judging

her every move. But compared to some of the other secret practices she had been conducting,

growing a sunflower should be easy. She raised her hand just slightly, and pushed energy

through her fingertips. She felt the power leave her chest and flow up into her shoulders, her

arms, and finally through her fingers. As the discomfort flowed through her body, making her

shoulders and thumbs ache, she knew she had done a good job. She rested her fingertips and

allowed her mind to relax.She opened her eyes to see a delightful sunflower blossoming. While

it wasn't as bright Eliah's, it was just slightly taller, and it looked quite healthy. She looked up to

her Mentor for her acceptance.As usual, Dania's nearly invisible brows were raised. She

scribbled something on her clipboard. Elixa felt that she must be pretending not to be

impressed. "How..." Dania began, placing a hand on her hip and swinging the clipboard to the

side. She started over, reconfiguring her question into a statement. "I don't know any other



Florists who grow like you do. We tend to work a little at a time, fashioning the stem from the

inside out, and then the leaves… you know. You do it all at once. It must take much more

energy for you. Perhaps you should conserve more."Elixa hesitated for a moment, looking into

her mentor's wide-set green eyes. She felt herself holding her breath, holding herself back.

How badly she wanted to snap at her Mentor, tell her that perhaps she had a higher capacity

than the other Florists, that perhaps her Mentor should give her some more difficult work. But

she didn't. She held it in, her arms trembling slightly, and replied softly, "Perhaps is a weird

word." She felt herself cower as she watched Dania's face change. Dania’s jaw clenched. It

became square, rigid. Her eyes twitched, as if she was seeing something disturbing. Suddenly,

Elixa thought she might reach out and strike her, so she fell backwards. But Dania simply

stared at her, her cheeks flushed. After a few heated seconds, the Mentor spun on her heel

and stalked away.Elixa slowly stood and began jogging, then running away from the training

site, back towards camp. Her eyes burned briefly. She was stung by her Mentor's hateful look,

but she blinked hard and shook her head wildly. This was just how her relationship with her

Mentor was. It was time she accepted it and stopped pitying herself for her bad luck. ...Elixa

remembered every detail from her first day as a nymph.She had been a tree for the first

eighteen years of existence. She could see and feel back when she was a tree, but not like she

could see and feel now. She had been breathing, but not with the effort she made now. She

had been silent, still, attentive, purposeful. She hadn’t been awake and alert like she had

become as a nymph.The day she Emerged from her tree, she just felt different. Something

stirred. And then, for the first time in her existence, she moved. She moved a limb, and instead

of one of the tree limbs moving, a soft arm emerged from the tree. She fell out of her willow

tree and landed in the soft grass – an eighteen-year-old nymph.Dania had come and picked

her up off the ground almost immediately. "Welcome," she had said, while waving her hands

around in a way that made Elixa tilt her head in confusion. When Elixa looked down, her new

skin was covered. Dania had wrapped her body in a dress of thick red, yellow, and orange

autumn leaves.She remembered thinking it wasn't really her color before Dania prompted her

to follow her into a small Newborn ceremony. It was just Elixa and two other new nymphs --

Lota and Chastine. They were in a small warm hovel, a deep hole in the ground. There were

thin tree roots peeking in from the edges. It was dark and safe there.She remembered looking

Dania up and down, wondering why her own new body was so different from this older

nymph's. Dania was unbelievably thin, as if she might be blown away by the wind. Her face was

hard and experienced, wrinkles lining all of her features. Her face was slightly red and much

darker than the rest of her milky white skin. But the way she spoke was what made Elixa feel

most unsettled. Well, she didn't really speak at all. She had a coarse bark that made all of the

Newborns' hair stand on end. Her raucous reception made them all secretly wish they had

never Emerged from their peaceful trees. "Like the nymphs before us, we tend to the Earth,"

she half-yelled, pacing quickly through the tiny hovel. "While we used to tend the Earth and

skies, the Earth's needs have become too great." An annoyed look crossed her face and she

rolled her eyes. "Humans let their Earth fall to waste while we try desperately to keep up with

their abuse. All you need to know about humans,” she added, “is to stay away from them. We

don’t often see them wandering through our forests, but should you ever spot one, disappear

as quickly as possible. They likely won’t realize you’re not human. “I also advise you all keep

your distance from other human-hidden creatures such as centaurs, pegasuses, and various

monsters. Again, you’ll rarely see them. Satyrs you’ll see quite often, as some of the Mentors

and gods work alongside them, but I ask that you Newborns stay away from them as well.“In

order to work more efficiently, we have consolidated our original tribes--which consisted of



dozens of different classes--into just five groups. The three main groups are the Nurturers, the

Florists, and the Shifters.""And what are you?" asked Lota quietly, looking up at Dania with

huge, looming eyes. Elixa joined her, staring curiously at Dania."Well, actually, I'm a Mentor

now," said Dania, "That’s the fourth group. All well-accomplished nymphs become Mentors in

their old age. My main responsibility is teaching, but I was born a Florist, meaning I Emerged

from a tree, just like all of you. Then there is one another group.” She stopped pacing and

looked at the three of them intently. “The Godly Companions. But you’ll learn more about that

as we go.”...Elixa’s vibrant memories melted away as she dashed through the darkness of four

lush forests. Her light form travelled quickly through the woods, her mind barely processing the

sights around her. Nymphs didn't need to see. They were innately in tune with all of the nature

around them. As long as they were outdoors, they had a sense for where things were. But that

feeling of discouragement was still weighing her down. She needed a bit of a pick-me-up, and

she knew exactly where to find it.She was close to the cave now. She could feel it. As it came

into her sight, she crouched down and scampered around the front of it, mostly concealed

behind a large stalagmite. She grabbed the top of the large rock with the tips of her fingers and

peered over it to the valley below, like she had done dozens of times before. And then she saw

her, the epitome of nymph power, the embodiment of all of Elixa’s goals. Her idol looked

magnificent, standing atop a levitating hillside above dozens of other nymphs. Her muscular

arms were locked outward, spread out and away from her slim form. She had her eyes closed,

face serene and still. Her full lips were turned up, showing the faintest hint of a smile. Rocks

and pebbles of blues, reds, grays, and browns were swirling all around her.Tierra had more

confidence than any other nymph Elixa knew. The yellow-headed nymph was sure of herself in

a way that other nymphs didn't dare to be. Nymphs were traditionally humble. In all cases, pride

was frowned upon. But Tierra seemingly maintained the ideal air of confidence without losing

her humility, because she was respected by Mentors and Shifters alike.Her attitude made her

shine, surely making it easier for her to rise to become leader of the Earth Shifters. None of the

other nymph groups had a leader, but the Shifters always did. While these chosen leaders

didn't have a great deal of power, they helped their Shifting sisters make decisions when

necessary.Elixa envied her. The self-esteem. The undeniable power. She liked to watch her

work and imagine that perhaps she could be the next Tierra. Elixa had heard that Tierra even

got to meet with the gods at times. Elixa liked the idea of having some interaction with the

gods. At least, she liked the idea of interacting with them on a working level to achieve

something significant. Not like the Godly Companions, who served as their arm candy. Besides

the Godly Companions, only Tierra and a few of the Mentors brushed shoulders with the gods.

These key nymph leaders met with a large group of gods annually, and some leaders even

called more frequent meetings with one or two gods that they knew and trusted. Elixa loved

envisioning herself sitting alongside true powerhouses — the gods themselves. Like all

nymphs, Tierra's head was proportionally large compared to her slender form. Her eyes were

tilted and glowing, her face like a shimmering porcelain doll. And what made her really stand

out was that hair.Hair was somewhat symbolic to the nymphs, representing femininity, power,

and most importantly, virtue. Elixa caught a glimpse of her own plain white hair and wondered

what it might say about her. No adornments, no braiding. She wondered briefly what kind of

gossip was going on about her carelessness.She combed through her hair with her fingers --

or at least tried. Her fingers got stuck after few run-throughs, and it was nearly impossible to

pull them out. She rolled her eyes and gave up on improving her look, then returned her

attention to the Earth Shifter and her followers.Tierra's hair was endless, gliding and rippling

through the wind, yellow with white strands. It was dolloped with small, bright white petals and



laced with lengthy green vines. Vivid green leaves were tied into braids throughout her mass of

thick blonde hair. She wondered exactly what Tierra was shouting down to the gaggle of

Shifters. Rocks shot like rockets out of the earth. Earth Shifters were jutting off in different

directions with rocks of all shapes and sizes, mud trailing behind them. It seemed that they

were building up a large mountain far north of where they actually were. Some of them seemed

to be physically going back and forth to the mountain, while others were closing their eyes,

using displacement to build up the mountain up North. She had never seen displacement

practiced as a group before.She watched in rapture, enjoying the beauty of the soaring rocks,

which were zooming through the sky as though weightless. She brushed her fingers lightly

against the pebbles in the dirt next to her feet. Pulling her fingers up and away from the stones,

she imagined that her fingertips were magnets. The pebbles levitated silently under her

guidance.She hadn't been watching long when she heard a gong sounding in the distance.

With their heightened senses, nymphs could hear some noises from miles away. The Earth

Shifters reacted instantly, dropping their rocks to the ground. As if robots, they all jetted off in

unison in a tight collective group. All except Tierra, who waited behind, watching as her nymphs

disappeared into the distance before she followed. Elixa felt no rush. This particular gong was

for the Earth Shifters. They were all gathering together for breakfast. The Nurturers brought

food for the Shifters immediately after training, at sunrise. The Florists waited to be fed until the

sun was high in the sky. ` But as she gazed at the disappearing Movers, her stomach

lurched. She was actually indeed in a rush. After all of her poor interactions with Dania lately,

she really couldn’t afford to be anything less than fifteen minutes early to work. She was

already well-known among the Florists for being late to work. Time tended to get away from

her. She was usually in her own world. She stretched her legs as she ran, extending her stride,

moving faster through the treeless valley that lay between her own camp and the Earth

Shifters’ camp. Feeling bored and hardly breathless as she ran, she tugged at her earlobe

gently. She watched down as she saw her legs and feet grow blurry, and then vanish. All

nymphs could conceal themselves, at least for a few moments at a time. But they all had to

discover the right approach to turn invisible. Most nymphs had a trigger that would help them

focus on invisibility. Some of them scratched their head, others pulled on their own braids, and

some snapped their fingers. Well-practiced nymphs didn’t need to physically use the trigger,

but could simply imagine the trigger and then vanish. It took intense focus, the right cue, and

bodily conditioning. Elixa was proud that she was one of the few nymphs her age that knew her

trigger and could vanish at all, but she couldn’t stay invisible for long. Now that she couldn't be

seen, she could shamelessly stare at the Newborns and Mentors as she passed through a

different training location on her way back to camp. This wasn’t where Dania preferred to train,

but most Florists trained here since it was the closest training location to the Florist camp. She

didn’t know why she was so fascinated with watching her fellow Newborns train. There was a

feeling of connection and concern there, perhaps because her own training experience hadn’t

been quite what she wanted it to be. Maybe she felt some competitiveness with the other

Newborns as well. Only a few Florists and young nymphs were still in training, finishing up their

lessons for the day.She slowed down and had a look at the Newborns' focused eyes and

furrowed brows. They were all around seventeen or eighteen years old, recently Emerged from

trees, rivers, and occasionally other natural structures like mountains or meadows. Anyone

who Emerged from a tree was automatically deemed a Florist. Although there was nothing

advanced going on, Elixastill admired all of the magic that was around her. Today, all the young

girls were lined up in a row, practicing sunlight beams. Sunlight beams were one of the few

abilities that all nymphs could learn, regardless of which group they belonged to. It was a



useful ability for all, especially in the winter months for growing plants and raising animals, as

well as to warm themselves.Elixa smiled as she passed the end of the line, where one

especially small Newborn had tears in her eyes. This particular nymph could not produce more

than a small spark of sunlight, while the other girls were creating beams that extended further

than ten feet. Elixa had met her once before -- she was the youngest Newborn. Telia was her

name. Or was it Telus? Elixa felt a little pang of empathy for her, and hoped that she would

improve quickly.She took the western route on her way back home so that she could pass

directly through the Nurturer nymph camp. The Nurturers and the Florists didn't spend a lot of

time together, but she still had a soft spot for her Nurturer sisters. As she entered the glittering

golden farmland, she returned to visibility by lightly prodding her right eyelid. This is how most

nymphs returned to visibility, although some used other methods. The body was much more

willing to be seen than unseen, and a standard queue was usually enough to return a nymph

to visibility. Her fingertips felt warm as she sparked back into existence suddenly, a smile

spreading across her face as she saw the Nurturers."Hello!" an older Nurturer cried out to her,

wiping her sweaty brow. Elixa returned the greeting, running joyfully through the herds of

scattered animals that were clucking and mooing. Many of the Nurturers had thin, lined faces.

They all looked up at her, beaming. They were all so pleased, Elixa could have sworn they

were glowing.No one stopped working as they smiled brightly at her, however. Amidst the

chaos of the animals, the Nurturers' strong arms were doing the work. This wasn't their whole

group, as a few of them had left to bring the Earth Movers their breakfast. The Nurturers who

remained had to pick up the slack. They were guiding their herds while imitating animal calls,

milking cows vigorously, collecting eggs and placing them into baskets, and tossing grain out to

their eager pecking hens. It was their job to not only raise these specific animals for food and

cloth for the nymphs, but also to look out for all of the animals of the earth, ensuring balance in

every ecosystem.Seeing the Nurturers helped her feel positive and relaxed for the rest of her

run home. She felt the mess of her relationship with her Mentor falling far behind her. Elixa

gazed up through the opening in the treetops at the slowly rising yellow sun. She could tell she

was drawing near to her own home by the appearance of bright pink blossoms on the leafy

green tree branches. Although she was enjoying the blissful views above her, she wasn’t

looking at what was right in front of her. She nearly ran smack dab into an approaching

nymph."Elixa!" the other nymph yelled, disgruntled."GAH!" Elixa pushed her heel out to stop

herself so suddenly that she nearly fell backwards.The nymph stepped out of the shade

towards her, the light hitting her face. "Why do you always act as if you're up to

something?" Elixa beamed at her best friend, a small and handsome nymph. "Well, you know I

usually am.”Rigie had long brown hair and a straight body. She would be mistaken for a boy

from the back, but her enormous glowing yellow eyes were accompanied by thick black

eyelashes that gave her a splendid femininity. "Why are you late today?" Rigie asked in her

usual motherly tone."I don't even know," said Elixa, having a look around. "Hey -- where is

everyone?""Yeah, I thought you might have forgotten," said Rigie, rolling her large eyes

around."What?!""The treehouse judgey thing is in a half an hour.""Shoot," Elixa said, feeling

bad instantly. Although her friend called it "stupid," Elixa was well aware that it was important to

her. "I'm sorry I left you with all of the work again," she apologized.Rigie shrugged. "It's not

work to me. I think it's fun. Want to go see my progress so far?” Nymphs were competitive by

nature. They held all sorts of contests. At least once a week, there was some kind of challenge.

Treehouses. Hair. Clothing. Gardens. Hobbies that Elixa secretly thought were a poor use of

her time, but every other nymph seemed to enjoy.Here in the heart of the grove was the center

of the Florist camp. There was a lively buzz in the air. Nymphs were scrambling up and down



vines, adding the finishing touches to their treehouses. Some nymphs lived a little further out,

but most of the dwellings could be found right here in the center of camp in one large

group. She followed Rigie hastily up the wooden ladder into their treehouse. It looked about the

same from the outside as it always did. There were little fireballs dancing on the vines that

draped over almost every inch of the house. The windows and doorway were free from the

vines, but were completely plastered with dandelions instead. "I didn't know what else to do

with the outside," Rigie called back, "I was hoping you could come up with some ideas."She

wondered silently how they could possibly add anything more to the surface of their house.

Before entering the shabby doorway, she took a quick glance around at the stunning

treehouses around theirs.They were never going to win this contest, or even receive an

honorable mention. Nina's house just across from them was beyond anything Elixa could have

ever imagined. The gorgeous Redwood was covered in moss of every color, fashioned into

mesmerizing swirling patterns. A complete and colorful garden bloomed from its base, a

perfect mix of vegetables, herbs, and flowers. Soft petals in every shade of pink lined the tree.

Every leaf was decorated meticulously with velvety white rose petals and gleaming thorns, and

bumblebees buzzed happily around each branch, constructing beautiful hives to add to the

décor. At the same moment Elixa was gawking open-mouthed at the gorgeous treehouse, its

owner popped out her head. Nina was smirking at Elixa with thin, self-satisfied lips. Pretending

she hadn't been looking, she tumbled clumsily into the treehouse. "You know I'm not creative

enough for this," she growled at Rigie. "No matter what I do, we're not going to even come

close compared to everyone else. They live for these contests."Rigie didn't reply. She was likely

upset by her comment. Then Elixa took a moment to examine the inside of the treehouse,

which had become remarkably different. She observed dozens of bottled fireflies hanging at

varying lengths from the ceiling. Her eyes wandered upward, and she was even more

impressed to see the entire ceiling coated with dandelions to match the door. Everything was

yellow and bright. "Wow, Rigie," she said, "This looks amazing.""Thanks. Do you like the

beds?"Their beds were sporting brand new covers of laced dandelion petals to match the

ceiling, atop pale animal skins. "Yes, definitely. Wow. This would be even more impressive at

night," "Well, what should we do with the outside?""I honestly don't know if there's much we

can do. It's completely covered already…"Rigie frowned and sat on the edge of her bed lightly,

careful not to ruffle or ruin the bedspread and quilt. She began to twirl her long brown curls

through her fingers, a faraway look crossing over her face.Elixa tilted her head as she looked at

her friend. She knew instantly that Rigie wasn't considering ideas for the outside of the

treehouse. She had gone somewhere else entirely. Elixa raised an eyebrow and finally said,

"Let me go take a look." She headed back out the door and down the ladder. She placed a

finger on her lips and tried to take a fresh look at their home.The Cecropia tree wasn't

particularly tall or impressive. She wished, as she had many times before, that she and Rigie

could live in their birth tree. A salix nigra. A black willow. Many of the nymphs had the

opportunity to live in their birth trees, because most of them had Emerged right here in the

grove. Elixa and Rigie had been born much further south, in a marsh. Rigie emerged just a few

months after Elixa from the very same black willow tree. Dania had explained to Elixa that this

phenomenon was extremely rare. She noted this was the first time she had ever been witness

to it in her four hundred years Emerged.Suddenly, an idea struck Elixa, and she climbed back

into the house. "What if we build a little stream? Or moat? Something reminiscent of our

birthplace?"Rigie smiled from ear to ear and stood up. "That's a great idea," she said carefully,

"Do you think we'll have time?"Elixa frowned. How could they manage to dash back and forth

from the river and dig a moat deep enough within minutes? "Well," she said, finally, smiling



sneakily, "You know what we might have to do…"Rigie took a step closer to her, her yellow

eyes flashing. "No," she said, "Absolutely not!"Elixa smiled mischievously, knowing how much

her disobedience was killing her rule-following best friend. She scuttled down the ladder again

and looked around. Nymphs were busy, arms waving around making final touches or hands

busy knitting flowers together. They were minding their own business, just as they had been

taught. She took a deep breath, feeling excited, but making a mental note to keep an eye on

the nymphs around her. She didn't know any other nymphs who could do something like this.

She didn’t know a single one of them that could do something they weren't assigned to do at

birth.Holding her breath, she closed her eyes and laced her fingers together. She pushed down

on the damp earth at the base of their treehouse. She felt her arms shaking as she pushed. An

image grew in her mind. The earth was moving, diving, growing deeper…It was beyond

satisfying to open her eyes and see a tidy little moat circling their treehouse. It was deep

enough to get a little groundwater in the bottom. Elixa looked up smiling, pleased with herself,

only to see two nymphs watching her. They looked a lot alike, Kimmie and Kiara, but Kimmie

had bubblegum pink hair and Kiara sported golden strands. They both wore them in curls all

the way to their bottoms, and they both used them to hide their faces as they gossiped

mercilessly. They were prodding each other, hair hanging in their faces now, whispering to one

another.Elixa felt an aching in the pit of her stomach. There was no nymph more likely to report

her than these two. And although she couldn't see their eyes, she was pretty sure they were

bulging underneath their endless locks.She brushed herself off anxiously, her fitted dress of

smooth green leaves dropping dirt to the ground. "It's not my fault I can do things you can't,"

she muttered through gritted teeth. She called up to Rigie to come see her work. Her friend

came down reluctantly with a furrowed brow, but she couldn’t push the small smile off of her

lips once she saw her work. Elixa took her arm and dropped her voice to a whisper. "I'm so

annoyed.”"Why?""Kimmie and Kiara saw me."Rigie smacked her forehead. "No!""Yeah. I’m

stupid.”"Well, you know you're taking that risk when you Shift in front of other nymphs.""Yeah,

but why can I do it in the first place? Why am I the only nymph who does more than one thing?

And why isn't that a good thing? I mean, the one time I did it during training weeks ago, Dania

about lost her mind."Rigie shrugged, looking into her eyes with dismay. Before she could

answer, the nymphs behind them started scurrying into order. The Mentors had arrived for

judging. Rigie and Elixa drew closer to their house while the Mentors stood in the center of the

large group of nervous nymphs. There were about three dozen Florists standing around at their

treehouses, with the Mentors standing in the center, looking around and scribbling down notes.

Dania and Chelsia were there, along with Mige and Veve. Rigie was relieved to see that neither

Veve nor Dania seemed to be heading this committee of judges. They stood back a bit, calm

and smiling, while Chelsia and Mige added notes to their books.The four Mentors walked from

house to house while the Florists stood at attention. The judges stood in front of Rigie and

Elixa’s place for much longer than they ever had before. From the looks on their faces, they

seemed to be seriously considering them. The moat was something they didn't see a lot

around a Florist camp. They were probably impressed that they had done something by

hand… or at least, they thought they had done it by hand. For the first time ever, Elixa felt a

surge of excitement for the pointless contest.When they had circled all the treehouses, Mige

emitted a shrill whistle. It was a high, unearthly sound that only aged Mentors could make. It

echoed through the trees, reverberating in and out of Elixa's ears, almost stinging them. The

nymphs who were further out gathered in the center of the grove, awaiting the

announcement.She gave Rigie a look with a smirk while they waited. We won, she mouthed

silently. "Florists," Mige said at last, looking at the scribbles in her notebook. "Happy homes



make for happy nymphs. Well done."She tried hard not to roll her eyes. She had a sneaking

suspicion that there were a few long-haired nymphs watching her."It was difficult to select a

winner," Mige continued, in that loud and high voice that Elixa always found unnerving. "But,

without further ado, the winners are… Kelsea and Myla!"Elixa shook her head, as if a stupor

had been broken. Her hands snapped apart from behind her back. "What?!" she shouted in

surprise, much louder than she had intended to. Her exclamation was greeted by complete

silence. Her hands flew to her mouth in embarrassment."Excuse me, Elixa?" Mige said in a

dangerously quiet tones, eyeing Elixa fiercely. As she looked around at dozens of nymphs

glaring at her, she caught sight of Dania's smug face. It was as if she was satisfied, as if she

had been waiting for this to happen so she could prove to the other Mentors how awful her

student was.Instantly, Elixa’s embarrassment dissipated and was replaced by frustration. "I just

don't think it's fair. Ours is a lot more creative than anything else I've seen today. I think we

should have won."She wasn’t this upset just because of the competition. She knew that. What

she was really trying to express was how unfairly she had been treated just because she was

different. But it didn’t really seem like the right time to throw a fit about any of it. More silence.

Elixa swallowed hard, fully aware that she had never seen or heard a nymph defy a Mentor like

this before.Dania stepped forward, looking calmer than she had ever seen her. "Elixa," she said

sternly, "You will join us at the Mentor camp. Come with us. Now."Elixa's breath was caught in

her throat. It took her a moment, but she took a step forward, the silence of the other nymphs

encompassing her. She walked towards the angry faces of the Mentors, feeling stunned. She

had never seen anyone get into trouble. She hardly understood what punishment was. And she

was afraid."Florists," cried Mige tersely, "Please resume your work. The Nurturers will be here

in one hour with lunch."The Florists were quick to follow commands. As the nymphs began

buzzing around again, Elixa began to glide with the Mentors towards their camp. Mige, Chelsia,

and Veve led the way calmly, while Dania stayed behind to grab Elixa's arm

coarsely."Ouch--""Elixa," Dania hissed in her ear, pulling her along behind the Mentors. "You've

been seen doing something terrible."She looked back into Dania's face, her heart beating fast

now. "What do you mean?""Another nymph reported that you were using Earth Shifter magic."

Her teeth were gritted, eyes flickering. She uttered one last threatening line before they caught

up with the other Mentors. "We’re heading to a Disciplinary

Hearing." Chapter TwoShe felt her heart pounding in her ears as she tried to

keep up with the older nymphs. She could tell they weren't going anywhere near full speed,

because if they did, she could have never kept up with them. They were treading easily without

expelling an audible breath. Elixa, on the other hand, was straining to keep her huffing and

puffing silent while her legs were throbbing and her mind was reeling. She had heard of these

Disciplinary Hearings, but only stories. No one she actually knew had ever been called to one.

As they passed through valleys laced with straw and tumbleweeds, she wondered how she had

become the girl from the stories so quickly. She searched through her scattered brain, trying to

think of a sister nymph who had been in any kind of trouble whatsoever. She couldn't think of a

single one.When they arrived to the Hearing, things couldn't have been anymore awkward. The

Mentors formed a jagged kind of circle around her. She was in the center of them -- Mige,

Veve, Dania, Chelsia, and a few of the other Mentors who were designated to the other groups

of nymphs. They stood in silence, in the midst of the green flatland of the Mentor training

grounds. The silence only lasted a few moments. Elixa tore her eyes away from the ground to

look at Veve, the eldest of all of the Mentors, as she began to speak."Elixa, you were seen

using Earth Shifter magic just after sunrise. How do you plead?"Elixa stared up at the wild

purple hair and wise wrinkles that lined Veve's face. Her mind raced, considering all of her



options. Was this something she should lie about? She went with her first instinct. "Um…

guilty? I did use just a little Earth Shifter magic to dig a moat."She was greeted with stunned

looks from around the circle. She raised her own eyebrows, surprised by the reactions."I told

you she wasn't normal," Dania spat after a moment of stillness. Elixa turned to look at her

Mentor, who now seem blinded by anger. Mentors took a lot of pride in their trainees, and

clearly, Elixa had disappointed her greatly. "Hush, Dania," said Veve reasonably. "Elixa," she

said, inclining her head towards her, "How far do your Shifting abilities go? Do they go as far or

further than your Florist abilities?""No," she responded quickly, "I mean, I find all of the Florist

stuff pretty easy. Well--" she tried to recover from calling Florist work “easy,” as she was

surrounded by a group of aged Florists. "I mean, it does seem to come… uh… fairly naturally.

Honestly, I just think that Shifting is amazing. I've been watching the Shifters since I Emerged

and one day I just… realized I could do a few things. Not a lot of things. Digging through dirt,

moving small rocks around, things like that.""Thank you, Elixa," said Veve calmly, though most

of the other Mentors’ eyes seemed to be bulging from their skulls. Elixa did notice one other

Mentor who she had seen before, but never spoken to. She looked at least as old, if not older

than Veve. Her waist-length black hair was streaked with white. While the other Mentors

exchanged meaningful glances with one another, this older nymph did not participate. She was

looking at Elixa with curiosity on her face."Now," Veve continued, "You know that you were

designated as a Florist, and our society functions seamlessly only because we work within our

designated categories. You must understand that if nymphs begin wandering back and forth

between specialties, we may lose our work ethic and cohesiveness. Does that make sense?"

Her eyes bore into Elixa's intently."Um, yes.""Thank you, Elixa," Veve repeated, in a more

dismissive tone this time. "Mentors, we will now discuss the proper course of action." The

Mentors arose and made a dash over to the other side of the valley. With their lightning speed,

they were gone within seconds. Elixa swallowed hard and stood by herself. The valley was

dead silent, and she couldn't help but try to overhear the Mentors chatting about her fate.She

couldn't hear what they were saying in their hushed tones, but the terrifying anger on Dania's

face did not look promising. She looked up, squinting into the sunshine. She felt her hands

shaking. She wished she had some inkling of what her punishment might be. The fact that she

didn't personally know a soul who had been in any kind of trouble did not bode well for

her. Although it felt like a lifetime, she really didn’t have to wait long. It had only been a minute

or two when the Mentors popped back up on all sides of Elixa. She shifted uncomfortably and

looked down to the ground, waiting with gritted teeth."Nymph," said Veve, with some efforts to

use a kind voice, "You are a Florist. We would like you to refrain from using or developing Earth

Shifting powers from now on. We ask you to keep nymph's society's best interests at heart.

Please, keep us organized."She hated what she was hearing, but she had also expected this.

After a moment, she nodded. "Now, there will be no punishment executed today," she said,

"But seeing as you and Dania are not a good fit, we are going to partner you up with a different

Mentor."Elixa looked up with surprise. Relief flooded through her."This is Querla," Veve said,

extending a long arm to indicate the old nymph with the gleaming black and white hair and

lined face. Querla nodded at Elixa without smiling. "She is one of our most experienced

nymphs, and would be happy to train you from now on."Elixa stared back at her without

blinking. "Alright," she said cautiously, "Thank… you. For training me. Querla." Not only am I

the first nymph in decades to get into trouble, she thought, but also the first nymph in the

history of forever to be dumped by their Mentor.She couldn't get back to the safety of her tree

house fast enough. Unfortunately, she couldn't quite slip away from the middle of camp to go lie

quietly in her bed, because dinner had just arrived. Most nymphs were chatting loudly with



large smiles on their faces and mouths full of food. But, as Elixa had expected, several of them

were not focused on their food. Instead, they were fixated on her, angry or curious glares on

their faces. She scowled down at the feast in front of her. She knew it was the nature of

nymphs to gossip and judge, and she should try not to worry too much about their dramatically

pursed lips and narrowed eyes.The food lay piled on a lengthy square table made of gray

stone. In the center of the table the food was separated by a blazing bonfire. Nymphs used a lot

of energy, and they could eat a lot. Meals arrived three times a day from the Nurturers, and

everyone was always ravenous when it arrived.Tonight was a feast of honey glazed chicken

legs, baked potatoes, green beans, and fruit salad. She took in a whiff as she piled it on her

plate, and sat down by Rigie on the forest floor a few hundred feet away from everyone

else. Rigie whispered with Elixa quietly for a moment. “What happened?”
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